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Abstract: In order to confirm other findings that EEG
of psychiatric subjects suffering from depression or
schizophrenia differ from that of healthy controls, we
decided to apply multi-layer perceptron and data dimensionality reduction mappings for identification of
these disorders. These tools can provide psychiatrists
with supplementary information about subjects suspected of schizophrenia or depression.

MLP can approximate an arbitrary, non-linear mapping
F:

i+j

in a compact architecture.
hidden loyer

INTRODUCTION

Many neurologic disorders are reflected

in the EEG

ll,2l.Recently, there have been findings claiming that
EEG classification of psychiatric disorders is also possible
I3,4l.Traditional methods used for this problem are based
on the linear statistical methods. Since this task seems to
us to be highly non-linear by nature, we decided to design
a non-linear method for identifying schizophrenia and depression in EEG, based on the application of artificial neural networks and data dimensionality reduction mappings.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
The method for computerised detection of psychiatric
disorders is schematically drawn in Fig. 1.

Fig.l Block scheme of a system for automatic detection of
psychiatric disorders in EEG

The feature extraction block (parameteriser) extracts
relevant infonnation from the raw EEG giving rise to a
feature vector. After EEG parameterisation the feature
vectors can be either classified by the classifier, which
makes a decision whether a psychiatric disorder is present
or not, or can be visualised by means of data dimensionality reduction mappings.
Feature extraction is the most crucial step in the automatic identification, since inappropriate feature extraction
results in poor classification and/or visualisation. According to [3,8] we decided to pa.rameterise EEG by means of
Hjorth's parameters [5], correlation dimension [6], spectral
parameters and coherence data [8].
Our classifier was realised in the form of a well-known
neural network architecture: multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
t7l. MLP (Fig. 2) is a semi-parametric classification system that consists of densely interconnected simple neurone-like elements (neurones or nodes). Information is represented in the strengths of connections between elements.

Fig.2. A typical multi-layer perceptron architecture

Very often the task of identifying psychiatric disorders
is not primarily classification of EEG, but especially visualisation of feature vectors. The aim is to visualise EEG feature vectors in data space and their changes after a specific
drug treatment. This could enable physicians to describe
efficiency of a specific drug therapy. However, in many
cases, feature vectors are m-dimensional vectors. Since
human beings are able to imagine data up to 3-D, one has
to perform data mappings from m-D (m>>1) to 2-D or 3D. We investigated Kohonen self-organising feature map
(SOM), principal components analysis (PCA) and Sammon's mapping (SM) for mapping of EEG f'eature vectors.
The experimental,,closed-eye-EEG" database consis[s
of 123 schizophrenics, 84 depressives and 2l healthy controls taken within 30-s intervals, gathered at FU Berlin. 32
of the schizophrenic patients were unmedicaterJ, 24 received Haloperidol, 39 were treated with Perazine and 28
with Clozapine. 30 of the depressive patients were treated
with Amitriptyline and 54 did not receive any medication.
EEG was parameterised by Hjorth's parilmeters, correlation dimension, spectral powers and coherence data. The
time window T used for feature extraction was 30s. From
the original database smaller ,,two-class" data sets were
created. These smaller data sets were then used for training
(error backpropagation learning algorithm) and testing of a
neural network utilising the principle of sensor-fusion and
,,n-fold" crossvalidation. This was necessary to do since the
number of patterns in the data sets was very small.
RESULTS

Classification results of the groups of schizophrenic,
depressive and normal subjects obtained by MLP based on
different types of parameterisation (Hjorth's parameters,
correlation dimension, spectral powers and coherence data)
are presented in Table 1. The first number after the acro-
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nym MLP represents the number of the input units, the
second one stands for the number of hidden layer neurones
and finally the last one is the number of output neurones.
The pairs of numbers in the table correspond to the mean
and variance of the average correct classification.
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and to determine which of the features have the most discriminant power for identification of certain psychiatric
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Table 1. Average correct classification of the test set
l

Please, consider these values only for infonnation. In this
case the network is highly over-specified.
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